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Across  
    

1 “Music and passion were always the fashion”  30 Famous Elvis backing band with lightning bolt 

 Iconic nightclub at 625 W 51st St., New York  “flash” insignia on jewelry (worn by members  

 immortalized in Barry Manilow song relating   of so-called Memphis Mafia) 

 sad story of Lola, Tony and Rico 32 Slave name of Malcolm X prior to adoption of 

10 Term from Jungian psychology for the inner   Malik al-Shabazz after Hajj 

 often suppressed feminine side of men 34 Memorable catchphrase from TV reality game  

11 Hybrid citrus fruit from Jamaica marketed  show from 00s associated with allegations by  

 for ugliness  former contestant about incident at Beverly Hills  

12 US (originally Austrian) peppermint candy   Hotel involving aggressive, non-consensual  

 with wide range of amusing plastic dispensers  sexual advances inc. open-mouthed kissing,  

13 Flamboyant Medici pope known for zest for  groping breasts and thrusting of genitals made  

 life and excommunicating Luther  against controversial host (5, 5) 

15 Fritz Reiner (initials) 
 

Down 
16 Adorable The Young Turks host known for  

 passionate outbursts (not Ana) 1 Celebrated, 18th century English landscape  

17 Iconic 1972 blaxploitation horror film with   designer with unusual name (unusual name) 

 William Marshall in title role (in cape) 2 Renaming in French Revolutionary Calendar of 

19 Psychic Rainbow (initials)  Gregorian year 1792 indicating beginning of  

20 Initialism indicating extreme mirth  new Era of Liberty 

21 European violinist inspiring most rapturous 3 Glaciated massif in Swiss Alps immortalized in  

 adoration in audiences since Paganini  silent, 1929 mountain film by Arnold Fanck and 

23 Classic 40s noir with Gene Tierney, Dana   Georg Wilhelm Pabst starring young Leni 

 Andrews, Vincent Price and Judith Anderson  Riefenstahl (Die weiße Hölle vom … …) 

 memorable for star turn by Clifton Webb as 4 Distinguished US writer referred to in famous 

 Waldo Lydecker and haunting theme  headline “Egghead weds hourglass” on occasion 

25 Real Housewives of Sydney (initials)  of marriage to troubled movie actress (initials) 

26 Iranian revolution (initials) 5 Able to be measured, assessed or enumerated 

27 Sexuality characterized by fluid or changing  6 Family name of Renaissance artist (known 

 orientation over course of life represented by   mononymously by first name) described by  

 flag of red stripes morphing into green  Vasari as “il divino” and Pope Julius II as  

29 Port Huron or Pauline Hansen (initials)  “uomo terribile” (“terror-inducing man”) 

 

27.5 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
    

7 Prolific French author known for confessional  22 “Who’s the black private dick who’s a sex  

 novels investigating freedom, empowerment   machine to all the chicks?” Greatly loved US  

 and transgressive sexuality (L’Immoraliste)  musician known as the Black Moses 

 and disgusting private life (initials) 24 Term for playing stringed instrument with bow 

8 National Liberation Front (initials)  also US gas station/7-Eleven chain associated  

9 Removed from public record to sanitize or  with violence esp. in poorer African American  

 conceal unpleasant truths or realities  communities (“Papa say that I need to be careful 

14 Dish (and acquired taste) enjoyed by English   Heard a nigga just got popped at the …” Buddy 

 (not spotted dick, Stargazy Pie or Marmite)  Trouble on Central) 

18 Amoral heroine of The Postman Always Rings 28 Mountain range in Northern Morocco 

 Twice by James M. Cain played by Lana  31 Björn Ulvaeus or Bond University (initials) 

 Turner in 1946 noir memorable for entrance  33 Tony Rome or Terra Ryzing (initials) 

 in white with lipstick (in famous upward pan   

 exemplifying male gaze of lowlife Frank)   10 Feb 2024 

 (John Garfield)   

19 “Listen to me! You’ve gotta tell’ em! You’ve    

 gotta tell ‘em! SOYLENT GREEN IS …!!!”    

 What is Soylent Green in 1973 ecological    

 dystopian thriller with Charlton Heston as    

 NYPD detective Robert Thorn and Edward    

 G. Robinson as wise friend Sol Roth (set in    

 2022)?   

 


